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TIP SHEETTIP SHEET
PERTH - 28th March 2020

R1 - ASCOT | 12:17 | AUD $30,000 |  WESTSPEED PLATINUM MDN

55 I HOPE YOU DANCE
Faded from the turn to nish just off the winner last start at Pinjarra when well supported and
has four placings from six runs this prep, perfectly placed.

77 MARCASITE
Just missed the placings at two runs from a spell, the latest when fourth over 6f at Geraldton.
Fitter again and looks hard to beat here.

11 MAY KEEP HIM Still chasing his elusive first win after twenty one career starts. Looking to others for the win.

33 LAST OF THE LINE
Gelding by Blackfriars from the dam Catch The Cat who makes debut. Placed in a recent trial and
expected to run well.

88 POWDERBELLE
Was in the lead division around the bend before fading out of it to nish fourth at Kojonup and
has been freshened since. Handy draw will assist. Looks one of the chances.

R2 - GOLD COAST | 12:38 | AUD $21,000 |  BURLEIGH WATERS TOOLS MDN HCP

22 FLAG RAISER
Solid effort last start showing good ability. Up in the weights now but still appeals as well treated
and should take plenty from that run. Genuine chance.

77 POWERING
Resuming from a spell following 4.25 lengths sixth over 7f at this track. Fitter for a trial during
spell and looks one of the leading chances.

66 PICTON Not beaten far in latest when fourth at this track. Leading chance here.

88 GRENADIERS
Still a maiden but managed to nish within two lengths of the winner last time out when fth
over 6 3/4f at Doomben. Rates well on best form and comes into calculations.

55 NEMINGAH Resumes today after placing three from six starts in his debut prep. Rates highly today.

R3 - ASCOT | 12:57 | AUD $70,000 |  TABTOUCH BETTER YOUR BET PLATE

66 REAL GRACE
Caught the eye winning a barrier trial by 0.1 lengths at Lark Hill over 4 3/4f on March 9. Trial
form seems strong for this. Top chance.

11 OUR BOY DYLAN
Claims the highest peak Timeform rating of the field. Finished a close second at this track over 5f
in latest outing. Well drawn. Main contender.

33 JUST A PINCH
Won debut run by a nose at this track over 5f, prior nished third in a Lark Hill trial on February
24. Has done little wrong to date and rates a strong chance in a tougher race.

77 THE WHITE WITCH
Filly by Bradbury's Luck from the dam Citinpretty who makes debut. Last trial won trial over 5f at
Belmont Park on March 16. Can give a sight at first outing.

22 CAPTAIN BURGLAR
Safeguard gelding from the mare Cool As Oh who is making debut. Fitter for a recent trial win
and is capable of a fair run.

R4 - GOLD COAST | 13:18 | AUD $21,000 |  MAKITA POWER TOOLS HCP (C1)

55 DREAMTIME MAGIC
Lightly raced lly progressing well. Last start posted a head second over 6f at Grafton. Has the
ability and can run a forward race.

33 BUCKETS OF PRIDE
No longer a maiden after a win at Doomben over 6 3/4f last start, facing a rise in class this race.
Gets the chance to win again.

88 ROCK TOUR
Should be ready to improve after two runs back, the latest when third over 6f at Sunshine Coast.
Thereabouts last time and is worth including in the multiples.

66 TOP PINS
Resumes today after scoring her maiden win two back in her debut campaign. Rates for a place
today.

11 DUPIE DOLL
Honest galloper who returned from a spell with 0.8 lengths win over 6f at Doomben. Fitter and
should be right in this.
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R5 - ASCOT | 13:37 | AUD $70,000 |  SEPPELT WINES (BM78 )

88 FESTIVAL MISS
Four-year-old mare who won last time at this distance, winning by 0.8 lengths at this track. Rates
highly and on top record at this trip expected to run well.

22 FLOYD
Finding it hard to break through this time in but not far away, the latest when second over 6f at
this track. Nearing a win and should run well again.

66 REGAL COUNSEL
Form overall sound including a last start fourth 7f at this track. Not far from winner in his latest
effort and rates highly here.

11 CAROCAPO
Fitter for two runs back, the latest when a head win over 6f at this track. Fitter again and looks a
place hope.

55 MY GREEK BOY
Veteran well held last couple, the latest nishing seventh and beaten 4.25 lengths over 1m at this
track. Has the ability and is a definite each way hope.

R6 - GOLD COAST | 13:58 | AUD $21,000 |  THOROUGHBRED SALES HCP (C1)

22 TREVELLO
Returned from a spell last start when runner up beaten 1.3 lengths at Sunshine Coast on March 1
over 5f. Improved by first up run. Top chance.

33 REPLICATION
Dual acceptor. Course and distance winner two starts back but disappointing last time when
finishing 11th and beaten 10 lengths at this track. Rates highly here and rates among the leading
chances.

66 ALPENDURADA Resumes today after scoring his maiden win three back in his debut campaign. Could takes this.

55 ZYMATIC
Finding only one win and one place from ten career runs, last start nishing sixth over 5 1/2f at
this track. Form only moderate and prepared to risk here.

44 TIERRA DEL FUEGO
Handy gelding racing in good form, nished mid eld last time when fth but beaten only 1.9
lengths over 6f. Rates highly here and looks one of the major players.

R7 - ASCOT | 14:13 | AUD $70,000 |  AMELIA PARK (BM72 )

33 MOLTEN
Consistent type resuming here and has won fresh before. Won a Belmont Park barrier trial over 5f
on March 16 in readiness for this. Has to be included on known ability.

66 DEACALDA
Four-year-old mare resumes here off a 322 day break. Is unbeaten fresh and has placed three of
five at this course. Strong contender and should be fighting out the finish.

1010 STATE ATTORNEY
Just missed out on the placings at same course and distance last time when a half a length
fourth over 5f. Has the ability and can run a forward race.

77 GLASGOW GIRL
Resumes in this after eight months off. Goes well when resuming. Comes in well at the weights
and obviously the class runner. Hasn't trialled in the lead up to this so tness is the only query.
Worth some thought.

22 MERVYN
Third-up here and drops 1f in distance. Impressive effort to win rst up this preparation but
followed that up with disappointing effort. Back to winning distance. Hard to have on current
form. Place best.

R8 - GOLD COAST | 14:30 | AUD $30,000 |  BOSTIK SMART ADHESIVE (BM65)

77 HOLLY RUN
Consistent gelding. Broke through for maiden win as favourite at Sunshine Coast last time out.
Should be close to peak fitness. Winning chance here.

88 COMBATIVITE
Handy mare racing in good form, nished mid eld last time when fourth but beaten only 2.25
lengths over 1m. Rates well and could find best.

99 OPEN ROAD
Started this campaign with poor form, last start recording eighth by 6 lengths over 6 1/2f at
Toowoomba. Disappointing last time and looks safely held.

1010 SKYLIGHT
Fairly consistent type who ran well below best latest when 9.75 lengths tenth over 1m at
Doomben. Not far away lately but others preferred.

11 GREAT POWERS
Missed the placings last time over a longer trip when fth over 1 1/8m at Eagle Farm. Can
improve on last start and looks close on best form.
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R9 - ASCOT | 14:55 | AUD $70,000 |  KIRIN MEGUMI (BM72 )

11 MYSTERY MISS
Fitter for two runs from a spell and wasn’t far away when third over 1m at this track. Fitter again
and expected to prove hard to beat.

1111 ADORNMENT
Backs up quickly after a good run last time out at this track over 1 3/8m. Has claims in this race
if she can reproduce that form today. Looms as a top hope.

66 PADDY'S SHADOW
Five-year-old mare who drops in distance since latest effort at this track when fourth, nishing
3.5 lengths off the winner. Looks a strong contender.

1010 SCORELINE
Won four times earlier on in his prep, most recently ran fourth by 4 lengths at this track over 1m.
Rates a strong chance.

22 JUICING CARROTS
Veteran galloper with 8 career wins and wasn't far away last time when second over 1 1/8m at
this track. Thereabouts last time and is worth including in the multiples.

R10 - GOLD COAST | 15:10 | AUD $21,000 |  MILWAUKEE TOOLS AUSTRALIA-BM65

77 VICTORY DANCE
Dual acceptor. Narrowly beaten when running second at Ballina last start only beaten 0.8
lengths. Looks a good chance on that form.

22 REST OF THE WORLD
Progressive and lightly raced gelding. Last time recorded a 1.1 lengths third over 6 3/4f at
Doomben. Rates highly in this and expected to be in the finish.

1212 GRANDIOSO
Ran a fair result two back at this circuit and distance, running sixth by 4 lengths. Can run better
today.

1111 MISTER WARD
Stepping out to this course for the rst time but rates well at this trip. Strong chance from low
draw.

88 COUNTER MEAL
Improved twice over to place third at Kilcoy last time out over 7 1/2f. Looks suited to contest the
main picks. Can expect a bold showing.

R11 - ASCOT | 15:30 | AUD $100,000 |  SCHWEPPES-MELVISTA STAKES

11 BOGART
Lightly raced gelding progressing well. Last start posted a 2.25 lengths second over 1 1/8m at
this track. Has the ability and can run a forward race.

33 RED HOT TIP
Winner two starts back at Bunbury which was followed up with a close second at this track. Must
come into consideration on current form.

22 MIDNIGHT BLUE
Settled back from wide out but got home nicely into the placings over 1 1/8m at this track and
stretches out in journey here. Rates a leading contender again.

77 ARCADIA KING
Consistently outside the placings of late, latest was fourth beaten by 4.5 lengths over 1 3/8m at
this track. Will be winding up strongly.

44 CRIMINAL CODE
Lightly raced gelding progressing well. Last start posted a 3.75 lengths fourth over 1 1/8m at this
track. Rates well and is among the chances.

R12 - ASCOT | 16:05 | AUD $50,000 |  CELEBRATE CITY OF B'MONT-RS1MW

55 UTGARD LOKI
Talented gelding who only has one win to his name. Went well last start at his home track
running second over 1m. Looks like an improving type and expect a bold showing.

66 KITGUM
Nicely rated gelding. Ran a close second last start at this track when beaten a head after starting
at $11.00. Rates best on recent ratings.

33 KAKADU Had a streak of wins broken last time out when fifth at this track. Looks a top hope.

22 CREATIVE HERO
Resumes after a ve months break after nishing 12 over 7 1/2f at this track. Fitter for a trial run
and bold showing expected.

11 AKIKO
Turned challenging and fought on well, fading late to miss the placings over 7f at this track.
Drawn out here but is among the chances.
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R13 - ASCOT | 16:40 | AUD $50,000 |  BELMONT'S BUNURU (RS1MW)

88 SPECIAL CHOICE
Progressive and lightly raced lly. Last time recorded a 3.75 lengths fourth over 6f at this track.
Has the ability and looks one of the major players.

22 LIPSTICK FLICKERS
Honest galloper who looks ready to win after three runs back, the latest fth over 7f at this track
at $2.80. Good overall record and is among the leading hopes.

33 DIVINE SHADOW Solid performances at both starts this campaign. Ready to improve now. Strong chance.

1010 YADREAMIN'
Six-year-old mare who drops in trip since last start at this track when fth, nishing 1.9 lengths
off the winner. Gets a good jump from an inside barrier here and looks a leading contender.

1313 SNIPPY MISS
Yet to break through this campaign but hasn't been far away including a last start fourth over 6f
at this track. Rates highly here and can go on with it.

R14 - ASCOT | 17:15 | AUD $250,000 |  CITY OF BELMONT - WA OAKS

11 TUSCAN QUEEN
Won four of eight career runs to date, the latest nishing rst over 1 3/8m at this track. Rates
highly and expected to be in the finish.

22 PAMBELLA
Just the one win to her name but looks to possess plenty of talent. Ran well last start at her
home track winning over 1 3/8m. Looks like an improving type and expect a bold showing.

55 CAMBIST
Placed her second race this time in at this track over 1 1/8m two back. Ran fourth at this track by
2.5 lengths last start. Can run better today.

33 NAUGHTY BY NATURE
Jumps out to 1 1/2m for the rst time today after a ninth place nish last time out at this track
when well supported. Better than last start and can bounce back here.

66 MOOD GODDESS
Progressive and lightly raced lly. Last time recorded a 2.5 lengths third over 1 3/8m at this
track. Has the ability and is a definite each way hope.

R15 - ASCOT | 17:50 | AUD $70,000 |  SCHWEPPES (BM66 )

1515 OCEAN'S FIFTEEN
Galloper with a good career winning two races four runs, last start finishing second over 6f at this
track. Has the ability and can run a forward race.

99 SWEET DREAMIN'
Finished mid eld but beaten only 1.9 lengths when fth over 5 1/2f at this track. Rates highly
here and looks one of the major players.

1010 CRYPTIC LOVE
Fitter for recent racing and looks close to a win after nishing third over 7f at this track last time.
Rates highly here and can measure up.

44 ILLUSTRIOUS TYCOON
Progressive and lightly raced gelding. Last time recorded a 7.25 lengths sixth over 6f at this
track. Rates highly in this and expected to go close.

88 SMARTY Ordinary fresh when tenth at this track but drops to preferred distance. Expects strong show.


